Maps in the Peninsular War: Bibliography

By: Richard Tennant

Books


I am indebted to Philip Haythorthwaite for providing copies of the relevant pages of *Wellington's Dispatches* and *Biography of Sir William Napier*.
Papers


Tennant, Richard. papers supporting a talk Maps of the Napoleonic Wars presented to the Defence Surveyors’ Association 2015 Seminar at the Royal School of Military Survey.

Maps – in date order

Cassini de Thury, César-François
Description géométrique de la France
P. Desaint, Paris 1783

Ferraris, Le Comte de
Map of the Frontiers of the Emperor and the Dutch in Flanders and Brabant, including the Greatest Part of these Two Countries
Wm. Faden 1789

Jefferys, T.
Mappa ou Carta Geographica dos Reinos de Portugale e Algarve
Wm. Faden, successor to the late T. Jefferys 1790

Mentell, Edme et Chanlaire, Pierre-Giles
Carte d’Espagne et de Portugal en neuf feuilles
Chez les auteurs, Paris 1807

López, Don Tomás
Map of Spain & Portugal
John Stockdale, London 1808

López, Don Tomás
A Map of Spain & Portugal, improved from Mentelle’s nine sheet map
John Stockdale, London 1808

Faden, W.
Mappa corografico dos reinos de Portugal e Algarves, copiado do Inglez de Impressaó Regia, Portugal 1809

Jos. Marx v. Liechtenstern / Johan Sabatka
Map of Austria - Das Erzherzogthum Niederoestreich unter der Enns
Artaria et comp. Wien 1809

Dirwald, Joseph
Topographische Karte des Kriegsschauplatzes in Deutschland und Italien
Tranquillo Mollo, Wien 1809
Nantiat, Jasper

_A New Map of Spain and Portugal Exhibiting the Chains of Mountains with Their Passes the Principal and Cross Roads, with Other Details Requisite for the Intelligence of Military Operations._

Wm. Faden, London 1810

López, Don Tomás

_A New Military Map of the Kingdom of Portugal, the roads are corrected from the Carta Militar pub’d by the French at Lisbon in 1808 …_

John Stockdale, London 1811

Nantiat, Jasper

_Map of Spain and Portugal, reduced from Jas'r Nantiat's Map in four sheets_

Wm. Faden, London 1812

Chanlaire, Pierre-Giles

_Carte Itineraire du Royaume de France - Divise en Departemens_

PG Chanlaire, Paris 1814

Wyld, James

_Memoir annexed to an Atlas containing Plans of the principle Battles,Sieges and Affairs in which The British Troops were engaged during the war in The Spanish Peninsula and the South of France from 1808 to 1814_

James Wyld, London 1840

Maps – digital

López, Don Tomás

_El Atlas Geográfico de España_ 1804

Massena's Lines of March in Portugal. 7 digital scans (tif & jpeg) pages 91 to 95, 97 & 98 (plus the missing p.96 - from PRO archive)

Library of Queen's College, Belfast

López, Don Tomás

_El Atlas Geográfico de España_ 1804

FO 925/3968 - 13 digital scans (jpeg 150dpi) : Salamanca (pp.46-49), Extramadura (pp.54-57), Navarra (pp.86-87), Guipuzcoa (p.89), Alva (p.90) & Portugal (p.96)

National Archives, Kew

Homem, Lourenço, (Major Lourenco Homem da Cunha d'Eca)

_Carta militar das principaes estradas de Portugal._ Romão Eloy de Almeida, Lisboa 1808

Library of Congress, Washington and Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal

Cassini de Thury, César-François,

_Map of France_ 1756

5 maps of southwest France, 38 (Toulouse), 75 (Tarbe), 107 (Orthez), 139 (Bayonne), 140 (Bidassoa).

Library of Congress, Washington

External Sources

Spanish Cartography:
The Cartographic method used by Don Tomás López for the Interrogatorio -
Paper by C. San-Antonio-Gómez & C. Velilla, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid and
F. Manzano-Agugliaro, Universidad de Almena -
http://oa.upm.es/14061/2/INVE_MEM_2011_120868.pdf

French Cartography :
Cartography and the Contribution of the Cassini and Maraldi Families -
http://catnaps.org/cassini/cart.html

Austrian Cartography :
From cartography of conquest to cartographic cooperation: Cassini de Thury's
geodetic contribution to the Ferraris maps.
paper presented by Soetkin Vervust, Universiteit Gent, 25th International Conference
on the History of Cartography 2013 -
https://biblio.ugent.be/publication/4224836

Present day values of money :
The Bank of England Inflation Calculator shows how the cost of goods and services
changes over time as prices change. One can check the effect of price changes over
any period from 1750 to 2013 -
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/education/Pages/resources/inflationtools/calculator
/index1.aspx
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